
Alphas Class Report Summer 2022 

 

English 

This half term we have continued to have a range of English topics that have been 

engaging and exciting. The children have participated well within a range of writing or 

drama-based tasks whilst studying a couple of different text types. 

Our first topic was based on film and playscripts which saw the pupils demonstrates 

some wonderful acting skills and also allowed them to become playscript writers by 

creating a theatre version of three little pigs. We then moved on to look into the 

themes of a story focusing on Charlie and the chocolate factory which has a different 

theme in each setting, the boys absolutely loved this topic and really enjoyed putting 

themselves in Mr Wonka’s shoes when thinking of natural consequences for poor 

decisions. We then had a short topic based on the structure of poems which allowed 

Alphas to create kennings style poems which the then performed wonderfully to other 

classes. Finally, we have learned the art of debating leading to a large debate on 

whether school uniforms should still be enforced. 

 

Maths  

In Maths we have learnt about a range of things over this half term including: Written 

addition, Written Subtraction, Times Tables knowledge, fractions, Statistics and 

geometry. The children particularly like the practical activities such as the athletics 

based statistics lesson, outdoor forest hunts or the board games style lessons where 

the implement their maths skills with a competitive edge.. 

 

Science 

Our science is always taught with a thrive approach and this term the topic has been 

sound. Each week Alphas have built knowledge in the classroom then implemented that 

knowledge through exploring and experimenting. We have explored what makes sound 

through using musical instruments, how frequency of sound changes by finding sounds in 

our forest, how sound travels by creating paper cup phones and also how to reduce 

sound by creating a sound proof box. With implementing the thrive approach and 

science we see much more engagement and enthusiasm for science.  

 

 

 



Therapeutic Interventions 

Over Summer Term 1 the children from Alpha’s Class have taken part in a variety of 

therapeutic interventions. These include: Forest School, Build to Express, feelings 

through Art, baking sessions, jigsaw time and yoga. All children demonstrate a relaxed 

and calm attitude when taking part in these interventions and they look forward to 

experiencing new things. We have found in Alpha’s that when we do these sessions at 

the start of a day we all radiate a better attitude to learning. We have been working 

together to promote positive behaviours, positive attitudes to learning and personal 

wellbeing.  

 

 

Topic 

Our topic is also delivered in a thrive approach and since the last governors report we 

have had two topics which was toys and technology. In our toy topic we explore the 

history of toys, how toys are marketed towards children, we explored lots of different 

toys and use woodwork skills to create our own toy which all pupils really engaged with. 

This toy topic culminated in a trip to Lego land 

 

PSHE 

Our focus in PSHE this half term has 

focused on online safety and kindness. We 

have discussed lots of different ways of 

showing positive and negative behaviours are 

demonstrated online. As always, the children 

have been respectful of their peers’ feelings 

when we have shared experiences and 

thoughts.  


